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Welcome to Season two of the Incredibly Accurate NFL Simulation Game that predicts the real NFL season as if watching
the NFL by predicting the performance of all 30 NFL teams on the field! The Preseason Player Statistics page gives an
overview of each of the 41 stats that are used to predict the success of each team. Previous season teams can be
searched by name and by their predicted outcome. Take a look at some of the stats our players will achieve this season.
Competitor Score: In the opening week of the regular season, the competitor calculates a score by combining the
preseason ranking of the top 50 players (picked by the coaches' poll) and the overall prediction of the game. A score of
1.5 or less is considered to be average, above 1.5 and below 3 is excellent, above 3 and below 10 is amazing, over 10 is
astounding, and over 20 is spectacular. Week 2 Competitor Score: The week of the game is ranked by the player's
performance, using the same criteria as for week 1. The weeks of the game are ranked based on the range of numerical
scores. Week 3 Competitor Score: The week of the game is ranked based on the results of the previous weeks. The
previous weeks are also ranked based on range of numerical scores. 4 Plays of 40 Yards or More Competitor Score: The
player is awarded points for each 40 yard play made by his players in the past games. Each play also has a specified
point value. This score counts only for the regular season games. Week 6 Competitor Score: The player is awarded
points based on his skill, his team's skill and his opponent's skill. His Skill: The player receives points for excellent plays.
A score of 55 or better is considered outstanding. A score of 40-54 points is a very good performance. A score of 30-39
is considered average. A score of below 30 is considered poor. His Team's Skill: When he achieves excellent plays, his
score is multiplied by 3. Average plays count as 2 points. Poor plays are weighted at 0 points. His Opponent's Skill:
When he achieves excellent plays, his score is multiplied by 10. Average plays count as 1 point. Poor plays are weighted
at 0 points. Week 9 Competitor Score: The player's performance is ranked using the same criteria as for week 6. The
weeks

Eternal Edge Features Key:
This game is a sexy duet simulation game for girls.
You will help Emily and Sarah to make a romantic date.

In this game you will enjoy various scenes with Emily and Sarah.

You can help them take sexy pics and record their dating experience in video.

You can then share it with your friends.

Les Love Club features a city of exclusive places that you can enjoy it with Emily and Sarah.

 
Based on Love Harem game simulation of Les Love Club 2
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Super Cleaner

Super Cleaner Game Features

Language

English, Français , Deutsch, Polski, Português, Kroatian, Slovensko, Srpskoh, Nederlands,
Chang, 中文, 日本語, Deutsch, Português, Norsk, Español, Polski, VikipÃ¸r, RingkjÃ¸pet, Spansk,
Polski, Português, Japski, Frans, Srpskoh, Regents, 简体中文, English, Español, Frances, English,
English, English,ฮังสาว,กลาง,Français, ไทย, 日本語, Español, Español, Español
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